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SUMMARY

A vast array of motor skills can be maintained
throughout life. Do these behaviors require stability
of individual neuron tuning or can the output of a
given circuit remain constant despite fluctuations in
single cells? This question is difficult to address
due to the variability inherent in most motor actions
studied in the laboratory. A notable exception, how-
ever, is the courtship song of the adult zebra finch,
which is a learned, highly precisemotor act mediated
by orderly dynamics within premotor neurons of the
forebrain. By longitudinally tracking the activity of
excitatory projection neurons during singing using
two-photon calcium imaging, we find that both the
number and the precise timing of song-related
spiking events remain nearly identical over the span
of several weeks to months. These findings demon-
strate that learned, complex behaviors can be stabi-
lized by maintaining precise and invariant tuning at
the level of single neurons.
INTRODUCTION

Following extensive training, skilled behaviors can often be

executed with remarkable temporal precision (Glaze and Troyer,

2006; Hore and Watts, 2011; Kawai et al., 2015; Moore and

Chen, 2010; Nasu et al., 2014; Wöllner et al., 2012). However,

considerable disagreement has emerged concerning the nature

of the network activity in circuits underlying the production of

these movements (Clopath et al., 2017; L€utcke et al., 2013). In

one view, the ‘‘optimal manifold hypothesis’’ (Gallego et al.,

2017; Rokni et al., 2007; Todorov and Jordan, 2002), a contin-

uum of network configurations can produce a single desired

behavior. In this scheme, individual neurons are often thought

to be highly redundant (Narayanan et al., 2005; Takiyama and

Okada, 2012) and capable of significantly changing their tuning

over time, provided that the network itself remains constant

(Carmena et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2017;

Rokni et al., 2007). Others have proposed a ‘‘tuning constancy
hypothesis’’ in which learned motor behaviors are the result of

highly refined circuitry capable of producing reliable premotor

commands across renditions (Chestek et al., 2011; Flint et al.,

2016; Fraser and Schwartz, 2012; Ganguly and Carmena,

2009). To accomplish this, networks have tomaintain their tuning

over time at the level of individual neurons, potentially limiting

robustness (Marder et al., 2015). A major obstacle preventing

the characterization of network stability is the confound of

variability in the behavior itself, which can occur as the result

of motor noise (Chaisanguanthum et al., 2014; Churchland,

2015; Orbán andWolpert, 2011) or redundancies in themuscular

patterns needed to achieve a specific task (Lashley, 1933;

Latash, 2012), such the execution of a precise hand trajectory

(Muceli et al., 2014).

To circumvent these potential sources of bias, we examined a

complex behavior notable for its rigid stereotypy: song produc-

tion in an adult zebra finch. After a significant learning phase con-

sisting of �105 repetitions (Tchernichovski et al., 2001), adult

zebra finches flawlessly perform their song for the remainder of

their lives (Immelmann, 1969; Lombardino and Nottebohm,

2000), with timing variability across renditions (song motifs) of

less than 2% (Glaze and Troyer, 2006). Furthermore, because

song relies on a small set of syringeal and respiratory muscles,

only a specific combination of movements can achieve the

correct singing behavior (Goller and Cooper, 2004). As a result,

the songbird represents an ideal opportunity to examine the

dynamics of premotor network patterns in the context of stable

behavioral performance.

Song production in the zebra finch is dependent on the activity

of dedicated brain areas, most notably the cortical premotor

region HVC (proper name). During singing, approximately half

of the HVC premotor neurons are active at different moments

in the song (with the remainder silent during singing) (Hahnloser

et al., 2002), forming a continuous sequence of activity (Lynch

et al., 2016; Picardo et al., 2016) that generates vocal output

(Long and Fee, 2008; Nottebohm et al., 1976; Vu et al., 1994).

Electrophysiological studies have shown that each HVC projec-

tion neuron can reliably produce a high-frequency burst of action

potentials at a precise moment within the song with submillisec-

ond precision across trials (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Kozhevnikov

and Fee, 2007; Long et al., 2010). However, because such

recordings are limited to a few hours in the best cases (Hahnloser

et al., 2002; Vallentin and Long, 2015), these methods could not
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Figure 1. Longitudinal Imaging of HVC Song-Related Network

Activity

(A) Birds were trained in a head-fixed configuration, enabling two-photon

microscopy during directed singing.

(B) Cumulative distributions for recording durations, defined as the elapsed

time between the first and last imaging sessions for each neuron.

(C) Anatomical characterization of a representative neuron. For each cell in the

study, the cell body (top) and the local region surrounding each neuron

(bottom) were analyzed. Each image is an average across all song trials for a

specific day. Yellow outline indicates the ROI.

(D) Spatial cross-correlations between local regions of an ROI on

different days.

(E) Distributions of mean spatial scores within an ROI (red) compared with

those across ROIs (gray). Cell-days with spatial scores below the upper 98%

confidence interval of the null distribution (dashed line, r = 0.11) were removed.
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be used to assess the stability of the network over longer periods

of time. Recently, the activity of HVC projection neurons ex-

pressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6

was monitored longitudinally via a one-photon head-mounted

endoscope, demonstrating a high degree of variability in song-
2 Neuron 98, 1–8, June 27, 2018
related activity over the span of 5 days (Liberti et al., 2016).

Despite these apparent network changes, tracking individual

neurons over time with the microendoscopic approach has

been shown to be highly challenging, sometimes leading to er-

rors in identifying individual neurons across sessions (Sheintuch

et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018). To counteract this potential

source of error, we used two-photon imaging, which has the

distinct advantage of optical sectioning (Denk et al., 1990), in

the songbird brain (Graber et al., 2013; Peh et al., 2015), enabling

us to monitor the activity of morphologically identified neurons

over the span of several weeks in a recently developed head-

fixed singing bird preparation (Picardo et al., 2016). Using this

method, wemeasured the timing of premotor responses longitu-

dinally over the span of several weeks and found that individual

cells rarely changed their activity patterns, suggesting that a

stable projection network is the source of the stability of the

behavior and supporting the network constancy hypothesis.

Our data provide a striking example of neural circuit reliability

that may represent a general strategy for enabling other behav-

iors featuring precisely timed expert movements.

RESULTS

Long-Term Imaging of Premotor Circuit Activity
To address whether song-related network dynamics were stable

across days, we monitored the activity of GCaMP6-expressing

HVC neurons during directed singing in eight adult male zebra

finches using two-photon calcium imaging (Figure 1). Three birds

were newly imaged as part of this study, and data from an addi-

tional five birds were reanalyzed from our previous publication

(Picardo et al., 2016). We imaged multiple sessions over an

extended period of time, ranging from 8 to 60 days. Within indi-

vidual birds, 339 neurons (9–68 per bird) fitting the profile of

excitatory projection neurons (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Mooney,

2000; Picardo et al., 2016) were observed longitudinally over

periods ranging from 2 to 57 days (Figure 1B), leading to a total

of 1,618 daily observations (or ‘‘cell-days’’) across all birds.

Although we could not selectively express our activity indicator

in a specific excitatory cell class, it is likely that we frequently

sampled from both major projection cell types in this study.

Specifically, the anatomical features of the imaged neurons

(Dutar et al., 1998; Peh et al., 2015) are consistent with a mixture

of two populations, one targeting the motor cortical structure

known as the robust nucleus of the archipallium (HVC(RA)) and

one targeting the basal ganglia (HVC(X)). For the remainder of

the analysis presented here, we combine data from both groups.

The requirement to return to the same neurons across ses-

sions is a challenge inherent in longitudinal imaging (Crowe

and Ellis-Davies, 2014). Unlike single-photon approaches, the

exquisite spatial resolution afforded by two-photon microscopy

enabled us to use morphological features to track individual

neurons over time (Driscoll et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2014) (Fig-

ure 1C). To align imaging planes (approximately 500 mm 3

500 mm), we applied a motion correction algorithm to align the

averages of all trials and manually annotated single neurons on

the average image from across days (see STAR Methods). How-

ever, the possibility existed that a portion of the imaging plane

containing our neuron of interest was not consistent across
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days as one might expect if the optical axis had shifted or a local

aberration in the imaging pathway led to inconsistencies in the

imaging plane. Such local warping could result in two possible

sources of error, namely that the extracted fluorescence traces

could simply reflect the absence of the neuron of interest or

even the inclusion of a different neuron from a nearby plane.

To address the former concern, we visually inspected the region

of interest (ROI) for each cell-day, eliminating all cases in which

the neuron was clearly outside of the focal plane, which

comprised 5.6% of the total dataset. To address the latter

concern, we performed a two-dimensional spatial correlation

on all the pixels within a 100 mm3 100 mm square field surround-

ing each neuron across all days (Figures 1C and 1D). We also

performed the same analysis across other neurons with different

local environments as a negative control, leading to the removal

of only 0.4% of our final dataset (Figure 1E; see STAR Methods).

Using smaller spatial scales (e.g., 50 mm 3 50 mm) did not qual-

itatively change these results (�2% of the data rejected).

Song-Related Neural Activity Is Stable over Time
We next calculated the song-related timing for each of our

longitudinally recorded neurons for individual days. Based on

previous electrophysiological reports that bursts are robust

and stable on the timescale of our experiment (�1 hr) (Hahnloser

et al., 2002; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007; Long et al., 2010), we

assumed that burst times that give rise to each fluorescence

trace for a given neuron should be invariant within an imaging

session. We used a Markov Chain-Monte Carlo approach, ex-

tending a continuous time Bayesian deconvolution algorithm to

account for multiple trials (Picardo et al., 2016; Pnevmatikakis

et al., 2016). We approximated the posterior distribution of these

shared times, allowing us to define not only the location of burst

onsets but also their associated uncertainty (see STAR

Methods). Typically, we acquired multiple song motifs within a

session (6.5 ± 4.9 motifs per cell-day) to sharpen the temporal

resolution of our estimates of single-neuron activity (Picardo

et al., 2016; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016). Using this approach,

we were able to reliably extract precise onset timing in 99.3%

of all cell-days. Our median uncertainty in the deconvolved burst

onset time (so) was 10.9 ± 6.4 ms (n = 1,872 bursts), or approx-

imately 1%–2% of the duration of the song motif, reinforcing the

notion that we could effectively monitor day-to-day activity

changes within our network.

Our first step was to determine whether the number of spiking

events changed over time. In the vast majority of our decon-

volved neurons (321 out of 333, 96.4%), the burst number re-

mained stable across observations (4.5 ± 2.9 sessions spanning

a range of 12.0 ± 7.4 days). Of the 12 cells that varied their burst

number (Figure S1), four of these cases involved the complete

elimination of spiking activity over time, transforming the neuron

into a ‘‘silent’’ cell that was no longer active during singing

(Epsztein et al., 2011; Long et al., 2010). The remaining neurons

exhibited changing burst numbers that switched between single

and multiple bursts. Because it had been previously demon-

strated that HVC(RA) neurons are only capable of producing a

single burst during the song while HVC(X) neurons can burst

multiple times, these neurons likely belong to the latter category

(Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007) (Figure S1B).
We next determined whether the timing of neural activity in

our recorded projection neurons shifted across observation

sessions. We compared the estimated burst onset times of

both single bursting (n = 246, e.g., Figure 2A) and multiple

bursting (n = 87, e.g., Figure 2B) cells across many days. We

focused first on an individual bird (bird #102) from which we re-

corded 35 neurons (41 burst events) for more than 2 weeks

(32.0 ± 10.4 days later). We plotted the results from the first

and last imaging sessions for each cell (Figure 2C) and observed

that the relative position of HVC bursting events remained

consistent across time (Figure 2D), suggesting that sequential

activity within HVC is surprisingly invariant in the adult zebra

finch. To quantify the stability of all individual burst times, we

next inspected the timing of song-related activity of the entire da-

taset (Figure S2), and consistent timing across sessions was

clearly evident for each burst event (Figure 2E).

Quantification of Network Stability
We then quantified the extent to which the timing of individual

neurons was altered across observations by defining a ‘‘distance

score’’ for each burst based on the absolute differences in onset

times on individual days relative to themedian onset time normal-

ized by their joint standard deviations (Figure S3). In only 32 out of

1,869 cases (1.7%), the distance score was greater than 3 (Fig-

ure 2E). These variable burst times were not biased toward any

particular part of the song in either their original time or their final

time (p > 0.5, Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test for uniformity). To

examine the temporal distribution for individual bursts, we

centered observations for each day on their median values (Fig-

ure 3A). We found tightly clustered time points across observa-

tions with a median standard deviation of 13.4 ms and a median

range of 30.4 ms, a small fraction of the duration of the total song

motif length (1.5% and 3.5%, respectively) (Figure 3B). Because

our ability to determine onset times varied widely across burst

events, we reanalyzed our data, focusing on our most confident

estimates (so < 10 ms, 44% of burst events). These cases

exhibited an even greater degree of stability (median standard

deviation: 6.2 ms, median range: 12.4 ms), further confirming

the invariant nature of the HVC network sequence.

We next asked whether the small number of changes that we

observed in HVC burst timing could reflect a consistent drift

within the network that is evolving over time, albeit at a slower

pace than reported previously (Liberti et al., 2016). If this were

true, we would expect to see that the timing of the network

was slowly changing from baseline. Alternatively, changes in

single neurons may simply represent temporary deviations and

the overall timing of the network should remain consistent

across observations. When we compared all bursts to the time

of their first observation, we found no relationship between the

magnitude of deviations and the observation date (p > 0.5,

F test) (Figure 3C), suggesting that any changes represented

transient deviations from a stable representation.

One concern with these analyses is that inherent limitations in

the temporal resolution of calcium imaging could prevent us from

detecting changes in burst timing, leading to false negatives. To

control for this possibility, we performed a progressive shuffling

of our data, beginning with the cases in which the burst timing

within a session most significantly deviates from their median
Neuron 98, 1–8, June 27, 2018 3



Figure 2. Song-Related Neuronal Activity

within HVC Is Stable across Time

(A and B) An example of the longitudinal song-

related activity from a single bursting (A) and a

double bursting (B) cell in birds #192 and #316,

respectively. Representative sonograms provided

for each bird. Fluorescence measurements

normalized between pre-song average and peak

fluorescence are shown across aligned trials from

a single day (dots), and the average modeled fit is

included as a black line (see STAR Methods).

Vertical lines indicate estimated burst times, with

shading representing the uncertainty (±2s). See

also Figure S1.

(C) At top, a representative sonogram for bird

#102. At bottom, 35 HVC projection neurons

imaged for more than 2 weeks following their initial

observations. The position of each neuron is rep-

resented by a circle whose color indicates the time

during the song motif when the neuron is active.

Neurons with two bursts (n = 6) are split horizon-

tally with the bottom and top colors corresponding

to the onset times of the first and second burst

events, respectively. See also Figure S2.

(D) Each burst event shown in (C), including the

first observation, the last observation, and an

overlay, with the vertical line in each row indicating

the burst onset time and the width of horizontal

lines signifying the uncertainty (±2s). Events

are sorted based on the median time across all

observations.

(E) All 419 unique burst events from 333 cells,

normalized for song duration across different birds

and sorted by the median event time across days.

Individual tick marks represent independent ob-

servations across days. Divergent points defined

by distance scores greater than 3 are circled in

blue. See also Figure S3.
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value across all sessions and gradually replacing all burst times.

After each step, we recalculated the distance scores and asked

whether this new shuffled distribution differed from the original

(Figure 3D). For this analysis, we only analyzed pairwise dis-

tances across dates, avoiding the assumption that there is any

‘‘true’’ burst time (Figure S3). If the network were highly variable

over time or our uncertainty limited our ability to detect changes,

then replacing these bursts would minimally affect our distribu-

tion; we would expect that a large percentage of neurons would

have to be replaced in order to see a difference between our

original and our shuffled datasets. However, if our network

were stable across time, then replacing only a small percentage

of our most shifted neurons should lead to a statistically signifi-

cant difference. Indeed, by only replacing 4.1% (one-tailed KS

test, p < 0.05) of our data points, we were able to detect a differ-

ence (Figure 3E), strongly supporting our claim that the network

remains stable over time.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used longitudinal imaging to analyze network

dynamics in the absence of motor variability by examining the

courtship song of the zebra finch. Birdsong has the distinct
4 Neuron 98, 1–8, June 27, 2018
advantage of being both highly complex, with time-varying

structure on a 10 ms timescale, and rigidly stereotyped, which

facilitates longitudinal study. We found that a precisely executed

motor behavior (i.e., directed singing in the zebra finch) is medi-

ated by a set of highly stable component neurons, even over the

period of several weeks. Our finding is notable because changes

in the activity of premotor neurons were rarely observed, even

though the precise activity inherent to HVC projection neurons

(Hahnloser et al., 2002; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007) allows for

the detection of differences on the scale of only a few millisec-

onds. Our results indicate that the HVC premotor network in

the adult zebra finch appears to converge on a single solution

for representing the song (tuning constancy hypothesis) rather

than freely moving around within a larger manifold despite the

high degree of redundancy in the system (i.e., approximately

200 active neurons at each time point during singing (Fee

et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 2016; Picardo et al., 2016). Therefore,

the invariant structure of the adult zebra finch courtship song

(Lombardino and Nottebohm, 2000) is likely due to the stable

song-related firing activity of individual neurons within HVC.

Strikingly, the widespread stability observed here appears to

contradict a recent report that used head-mounted one-photon

microscopes to demonstrate that �40% of HVC projection



Figure 3. Quantification of Longitudinal

Changes in HVC Burst Timing

(A) Observed bursts centered to their respective

median times across all sessions. Events are

vertically sorted based on their absolute timing

relative to the song motif with earlier bursts rep-

resented at the top.

(B) Distribution of temporal distances to the me-

dian event time across all bursts. Inset: distribution

of song durations for all eight birds.

(C) The change relative to the first day for all burst

times as a function of observation date. Horizontal

bars indicate the median for each day, and the line

represents the median absolute change across all

observations (12.1 ms).

(D) Comparison of four example distributions of

distance scores from the shuffled datasets (blue)

with the true distribution (black). Numbers at right

indicate the percentage of bursts shuffled.

(E) Hypothesis testing on the observed versus

shuffled distributions. Blue circles indicate

p values for the 2%, 4%, and 8% shuffled cases as

shown in (C). Dashed line represents p = 0.05

(4.1% of the dataset), below which we can statis-

tically differentiate between the observed and

shuffled data.
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neurons changed their activity across the span of only 5 days

(Liberti et al., 2016) despite a low degree of variance within the

behavior itself. However, the single-photon imaging modality

used in that study integrates signals from labeled neurons at

depths ranging up to hundreds of microns (Helmchen and

Denk, 2005), especially along the optical axis, due to the light

scattering properties of neural tissue (Yaroslavsky et al., 2002).

As a result, different neurons (with different responses during

singing) are likely to have been included in the same ROI (Zhou

et al., 2018), leading to the illusion of instability at the single-

neuron level. Furthermore, the limited depth afforded by one-

photon imaging could make it difficult to distinguish whether a

neuron is changing its activity or simply disappearing from

view. Indeed, 68% of neurons in that study were not visible

throughout the 5-day imaging period, strongly suggesting

changes in the position of the microscope relative to the imaged

tissue. Importantly, these issues are compounded when applied

to HVC, which features small (7–10 mm) neurons often occurring

in clumps and surrounded by heavily myelinated neuropil (Burd

and Nottebohm, 1985; Kirn et al., 1999). In contrast, our study

used two-photon microscopy, whose optical sectioning abilities

restricted our signal source to a single focal plane (Denk et al.,

1990).We also leveraged this axial resolution to perform a careful

and quantitative anatomical analysis on our optically sectioned

tissue (Figures 1C–1E), while in vivo single-photon head-

mounted microscopes are not capable of such an exquisite

anatomical analysis (Ghosh et al., 2011; Sheintuch et al., 2017).

Another potentially important difference between this set of

experiments and the aforementioned HVC longitudinal imaging

study is song context. In our study, zebra finches directed their

singing behavior toward a female, whereas the birds in the previ-
ous report sang spontaneous (or undirected) song. Behaviorally,

undirected song has been shown to exhibit significantly greater

variance in both temporal and spectral properties compared

with directed song (Sossinka and Bohner, 1980). Several lines

of evidence have demonstrated that such variability arises from

the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) (Bottjer et al., 1984; Kao

and Brainard, 2006; Olveczky et al., 2005), which is capable of

influencing both downstream motor targets (Ölveczky et al.,

2011; Perkel, 2004) and specific aspects of song timing and syn-

tax that are primarily thought to be mediated by HVC (Ali et al.,

2013; Kao and Brainard, 2006; Thompson et al., 2011). Although

HVC projection neuron activity during singing does not appear to

exhibit context-dependent differences in neural responses within

the span of an electrophysiological recording (�1 hr) (Woolley

et al., 2014), future experiments should test for the possibility of

slow network changes accompanying undirected singing using

imaging methods similar to those presented here.

A number of other, more minor experimental differences also

exist between our study and that previous work, and these are

unlikely to have led to our contrasting conclusions. First, in our

study, the birds sang while head-fixed, whereas the previous

study was performed in freely moving birds. Head fixation has

been demonstrated to eliminate sensory inputs that are crucial

for some neural computations, such as the formation of place

cells in a virtual environment (Ravassard et al., 2013). Regard-

less, we have recently tested the hypothesis that sensory infor-

mation is affecting HVC premotor dynamics (Vallentin and

Long, 2015) by systematically removing three sensory feedback

streams (auditory, proprioceptive, and vagal). Such manipula-

tions did not alter the frequency or temporal precision of song-

related synaptic activity, suggesting that the sensory input
Neuron 98, 1–8, June 27, 2018 5
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does not affect HVC during song performance in the adult zebra

finch. Additionally, birds perform only a small portion of the total

amount of their daily songs while head fixed, making it extremely

unlikely that the dynamics underlying head-fixed song have

diverged from those occurring during freemovement. Consistent

with this idea, we had previously shown that the song produced

in a head-fixed configuration is acoustically indistinguishable

from freely moving song (Picardo et al., 2016). Second, our virus

(adeno-associated virus) differs from that used in the previous

study (lentivirus), raising the possibility that different neurons

may be infected in each case. However, each viral type has

been shown to label significant numbers of both major HVC

projection populations (HVC(RA) and HVC(X)) (Liberti et al., 2016;

Markowitz et al., 2015; Picardo et al., 2016).

Our results show that a premotor circuit tasked with gener-

ating a crystallized behavior can stabilize its network over long

periods of time. Future work will establish whether the dynamics

observed in the zebra finch may represent a unique case or a

more broadly applicable rule that is consistent across other

model systems in which a stable behavior is required (Chestek

et al., 2011; Flint et al., 2016; Fraser and Schwartz, 2012;

Ganguly and Carmena, 2009). In contrast, other networks crucial

for encoding new informationmay exhibit a higher degree of flex-

ibility. For instance, in a recently published report (Driscoll et al.,

2017), neurons in the parietal cortex of mice showed continuous

changes in their tuning over days despite maintaining a stable

representation at the level of the population, consistent with

the optimal manifold hypothesis. Within the songbird model

system, the observation of a stable song production network in

the adult contrasts starkly with the highly dynamic network

activity within HVC observed in juveniles during song acquisition

(Adret et al., 2012; Crandall et al., 2007; Okubo et al., 2015;

Vallentin et al., 2016). Furthermore, significant changes in singing

behavior have been noted in the adult songbird following manip-

ulations of auditory feedback (Konishi, 1965; Leonardo and

Konishi, 1999; Tumer and Brainard, 2007). Such perturbations

can change HVC connections (Tschida and Mooney, 2012) as

well as song-related activity (Ali et al., 2013), but how these

changes manifest at the network level remains unknown. The

possibility exists that neurons maintain the capability of retuning

following such large-scale manipulations, which may allow the

network to compensate in order to influence behavioral perfor-

mance (Otchy et al., 2015; Stauffer et al., 2012). In our study,

the small number of cells that exhibited retuning may represent

a subpopulation of malleable HVC neurons in the adult brain

(e.g., Figure S1), potentially newly born projection cells within

HVC (Paton and Nottebohm, 1984) or another dedicated set of

neurons capable of changing their activity within an otherwise

deterministic network (Rose et al., 2016).

Overall, our results make a compelling case that the premotor

network underlying singing behavior is mediated by a finely tuned

population of neurons with dynamics that can remain stable at

long timescales. The circuit mechanisms underlying the long-

term stability of this network remain elusive (Marder and Goail-

lard, 2006; Turrigiano, 2012). One possibility is that the bird

actively reduces motor variability on a song-to-song basis by

converging toward a similar neuronal state before initiating

each song (Churchland et al., 2010; Rajan and Doupe, 2013).
6 Neuron 98, 1–8, June 27, 2018
Additionally, mechanisms of circuit maintenance may also be in

place to ensure consistency across longer timescales. For

instance, in a previous study, we described changes in HVC

inhibitory networks that help to decouple HVC from auditory

inputs once a song is learned (Vallentin et al., 2016), potentially

preventing external synaptic inputs from altering intrinsic

circuitry. As a result, the HVC premotor network remains

silent when the bird is not vocalizing (Hahnloser et al., 2002;

Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007), which could help to avoid synaptic

changes that might arise from spike-timing-dependent mecha-

nisms (Feldman, 2012). In stark contrast, during song they pro-

duce high-frequency bursts that are likely mediated by calcium

spikes (Larkum et al., 2001), which have been shown to stabilize

the generation of network sequences (Long et al., 2010) andmay

reinforce synaptic weights over time (Cichon and Gan, 2015).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
Zebra finches were obtained from an outside breeder and maintained in a temperature and humidity controlled environment

with a daily 12:12 light-dark schedule. All birds imaged in this study were adult males that were at least 90 days posthatch.

Female zebra finches were used to elicit song. Animal maintenance and experimental procedures were performed according

to the guidelines established by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the New York University Langone Medical

Center.

Head-Fixed Singing Preparation
Details concerning surgical implantation, behavioral training, and in vivo calcium imaging have been described elsewhere

(Picardo et al., 2016). Briefly, a small headplate was implanted at the beginning of training to stabilize the skull. Detected

song bouts (RPvdsEx and RX8, Tucker-Davis Technologies) were rewarded with 20 mL water droplets to encourage singing.

Once the behavior was learned, a viral vector was introduced and the cranial window was implanted above HVC.

We injected either AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (Penn Vector Core) or a 1:1 mix of AAV9.CamKII0.4.Cre.SV40 and either

AAV9.CAG.Flex.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 or AAV9.CAG.Flex.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40. We then used a customized Movable

Objective Microscope (Sutter Instrument Company) and a resonant system (Thorlabs) to scan our field of view at 28.8 Hz

ScanImage 4.2 software (Picardo et al., 2016). Imaging was done using a 16x water immersion objective (Nikon, MRP-07220)

with a numerical aperture of 0.8 and a working distance of 3 mm. All experiments were performed between 1.5 and 2.5 hr after

the lights turned on in the morning. Frames captured during singing behavior were aligned to a canonical song via linear temporal

warping for further analysis.
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METHOD DETAILS

Image Analysis
To obtain the song-related fluorescence traces of individual neurons, images within and across motifs were motion corrected (Miri

et al., 2011), and cells were manually outlined (ImageJ) on the average of each plane. Fluorescence traces were extracted by taking

the mean pixel value within the respective ROIs. The presence of song-related activity was confirmed by visual inspection by up to

three different individuals within the laboratory using a GUI designed to randomly present the activity of individual neurons for

confirmation.

We next split the plane’s average image into individual days. For each day, all cells were inspected to visually confirm that they

were successfully captured. If a cell was not seen in the proper location on a specific day, then its data for that day were removed

from further analysis. We compared the local neighborhood of all cell-days across time by assigning spatial scores in which the

similarity for each pair of cell-days was computed by removing the pixels within both ROIs and performing a 2D correlation on the

remaining pixels. If a cell was acquired at the edge of the frame on any given day, precluding analysis of the entire 100 mm neighbor-

hood, then only the area imaged on both days was used for comparison. The spatial correlation score for each cell-day was defined

as the median of correlations with other cell-days within the same cell. Cell-days with a spatial correlation score below the upper

bound of the 98th percentile of the null distribution (i.e., cell-days across cells) were removed from further analysis. Unless otherwise

noted, all data analyses were performed using custom MATLAB scripts (Mathworks).

Burst Deconvolution
Burst onset times were estimated from the song-aligned fluorescence traces using the Markov Chain-Monte Carlo (MCMC)

inference method described previously (Picardo et al., 2016; Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016). In contrast to our previous analytical

approach (Picardo et al., 2016), we considered each cell-day independently of all other days within that cell. We modeled the

fluorescence traces as a sum of double exponentials placed at each burst time. The onsets and time constants of bursts were

assumed to be consistent across trials within a single cell-day, though baselines, burst amplitudes, and noise statistics were

allowed to be unique for individual motifs. To efficiently explore the parameter space, we used MCMC to approximate the

posterior distributions of each parameter individually by probabilistically generating samples from them in a stepwise manner.

Each sweep of the sampler proposed a change to each parameter individually, such as the number of bursts or the baseline

amplitudes. Early sweeps (the first 1500) were removed from analysis. We initialized the MCMC sampler to the same state for

all cell-days. In some cases, this approach sometime led to a failure to converge at an appropriate solution, and specific informa-

tion concerning the cell-day could be provided to avoid local minima. For instance, a large deviation in a fluorescence trace could

sometimes be mistaken for two closely spaced events. To counteract this, the minimum distance between bursts (two sampling

bins, or roughly 70 ms) was enforced for those trials. Initial burst times were either assigned before the onset of song or at a

randomly shifted location within the song motif. Cell-days that did not converge to appropriate solutions after additional

information was provided were removed from further analysis to prevent bias. To extract the estimated burst onset times, we

fit a Gaussian mixture distribution initialized on the peaks of the histogram of their posterior distribution. Clustering errors were

corrected manually. Burst onsets for each cell were then defined as the medians of the posterior of the respective subsets.

For these measures as well as any other descriptive statistics whose underlying distribution is not normal, we present the median

value with uncertainty defined as 1.48 times the median absolute deviation.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Calculating Changes in Neuronal Representation of Song
We evaluated the stability of activity of individual neurons during singing across days using two primary metrics. First, we

compared the number of burst events for each cell-day relative to the modal number of burst events observed across all days.

Next, the timing of each burst event within a cell was compared to the median burst time across of its observations. If there

was more than one burst on any day, we calculated all pairwise distances between each burst on each set of days and assigned

closest pairs until all bursts were assigned or only one burst remained using a greedy matching algorithm that minimized pairwise

distances with burst times within that cell on all other days. We took a bootstrapping approach to define our median burst time in

order to incorporate our uncertainty across days. For each iteration (n = 1,000), all burst times were shifted by a random

number drawn from a Gaussian distribution scaled by their respective uncertainty and the median of these times was calculated.

The median time and uncertainty was then defined as the mean and standard deviation of these times. Temporal distances

between individual bursts and the median time were normalized by their joint standard deviation (s = O (si
2 + strue

2) for each

day i) to create a distance score for each burst.

We next formally tested the hypothesis that our uncertainty in burst timing estimation did not impact our ability to detect timing

changes by parametrically shuffling burst times and comparing the distributions of the new distance scores with our true data. For

each cell, new burst times were sampled with replacement from the distribution of all other burst times observed in that bird. We

smoothly interpolated across the percentage of bursts (bootstrapping, n = 100 for each 0.1 percent) that were changed, beginning

with the bursts that already had the highest distance scores. For this process, burst variances were not changed, nor were
e2 Neuron 98, 1–8.e1–e3, June 27, 2018
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the number of bursts. Since there was no longer a true burst time, distance scores here were defined as the median pairwise

distance scores. A one-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used on each new distribution of distance scores, comparing

the CDF generated from purposefully changing burst times with that of the real data. The point at which we could statistically

distinguish between these distributions and true data reflected an upper threshold on the percentage of the network that changed

over our observation period.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the Lead Contact upon reasonable request.
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